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SPECTRAL VARIATION WITHIN ASTEROID CLASSES. D.T. Britt and L.A. Lebofsky. Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85719. 

Introductiox During the past eight years at least four asteroid spectral classification systems have been 
proposed [1,2,3,4]. All these systems are based primarily on a relatively narrow window of visible and near-IR 
spectroscopy/photometery (0.33-1.1 p )  and, to a varying extent, albedo. This limited spectral window is a 
consequence of data availablity; this is the wavelength range of the Eight Color Asteroid Survey [5] and ECAS 
remains by far the most extensive survey of asteroid spectral variation. However, more data has been 
accumulating in expanded spectral ranges, in particular, the wavelength range between 0.8-3.5 pm, which 
includes a number of mineralogically sifl~cant features such as the 2.0 p pyroxene absorption, the water of 
hydration features near 3.0 pm, and a clearer sample of the spectral continuum slope [6,7,8]. Combining these 
data sets with the ECAS data produces a sharper picture of spectral variation in the asteroid belt and poses new 
chdanges in classifying and interpreting asteroid specna 

S-twe Asteroids; The members of the large S-class were defined by their moderate albedo, red slope, strong 
W absorption, and the presence or absence of a 1.0 p feature. However, ECAS data only covered a portion of 
the 1.0 pm absorption and this feature can be caused by either olivine or pyroxene or a combination of the two. 
To fully define the 1.0 p feature and estimate the olivine/pryoxene ratio requires data out to 2.5 pm. Recent 
work using this expanded wavelength range has begun to break-up the S-class into olivine rich, pyroxene-rich, and 
ordinary chondrite-like subsets [4,8]. Shown in Figure 1 are spectra of four of the extreme members of the S- 
class. What is striking about these data are their rough similarities in the 0.33-1.1 range and their exueme 
differences at longer wavelengths. 113 Amalthea is an olivine-rich asteroid while 1036 Ganymed represents the 
pyroxene-rich subset of the S-types. Both 387 Aquitania and 980 Anacostia lack strong IR absorptions, but show 
the strong red slope often associated with the S-class. However, there are extreme variations in the red continuum 
slope. Aquitania increases by 40% between 0.56 and 2.5 p while Anacostia's increase in red slope is more than 
twice that. Red slope over this range can vary by as much as a factor of four between members of the S class. 
The causes of this continuum slope variation may relate to differences in mineralogy, metal content, particle size, 
regolith-related sorting effects, or recent regolith history. The variations in absorption features are directly related 
to mineralogy, but features may be enhanced or suppressed by recent regolith processes. 

Variation in Dark Asteroid Classes; The low-albedo asteroid classes (B, C, D, F, G, P, and T classes) 
generally lack strong spectral absorption features and are defined by their continuum slope, albedo, and the 
presence or absence of a UV drop-off. The F, C, P and D classes are separated primarily by differences in their 
continuum slope over the ECAS wavelength range with Fs  having the flattest and D's having the reddest spectra. 
However, looking at spectra out to 2.5 p, there are substantial variations in the degree of continuum slope within 
several of these classes. The P-types can vary by a factor of four over the 0.56-2.5 p range. For example 46 
Hestia has about a 10% red slope while 153 Hilda has a 45% increase. The range on continuum slope in C- 
asteroids are shown in Figure 2. The red slope in these asteroid can be as high as 25% in 702 Alauda or as low as 
0% in 86 Semele. The cause of this variation in spectral slope may be a function of surface particle size [9] or 
perhaps mineralogy. A strong indication of variations in mineralogy comes from studies of the hydration state of 
dark asteroids [7]. At current count approximately 45% of observed C's do not have absorption features at the 3.0 
p water of hydration band [lo]. This indicates that a major proportion of the C-type asteroids have either 
differing mineralogy or differing metamorphic histories. D and P asteroids are primarily outer asteroid belt 
objects, but some of these spectral types can be found in the inner belt and among the planet-crossing population. 
The outer-belt D and P asteroids that have been observed are all anhydrous, but the one inner-belt D observed is 
hydrous [lo]. This suggests that there may be mineralogical or evolutionary differences between inner and outer- 
belt objects of the same spectral type. Of the three T-type asteroids observed, two are anhydrous and one is 
hydrous. 

Discussion; This expaned spectral window on the asteroid belt show that there are swng differences in the 
spectral characteristics of asteroids that have similar visiblefnear-IR spectra. These variations may be the result of 
mineralogy, evolution, or surface processes, but they do show that there is much more to learn about the 
composition and the evolution of the asteroid belt. 
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Figure 1: EUS and 52-color spectra of four S-type asteroids. EUS data are markea with X's and 52-color 
survey data are marked with boxes D,6J. 
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Figure 2: ECAS and 52-color spectra of four C-type asteroids [5,61. 
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